
ALGEBRAIC METHODS 

OF SYNTHESIS USING 

DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS 

10-1 DISPLACEMENT EQUATION OF THE 

FOlTR-BAR LINKAGE 

Consider a planar four-bar linkage OAABOs (Fig. 10-1). This 
linkage is characterized by having four revolutes with parallel 
axes, the distances between successive axes being the paran1eters 
a1, a2, a:1, a4. The synthesis of four-bar linkages, or the deter
mination of the four para1neters that will yield an approximation 
to a desired function between the input (crank) and output (fol
lower) angles, has been approached in the last chapters by geo
rnetric methods. In this chapter, algebraic 1nethods for the 
synthesis of four-bar linkages as ,vell as other planar n1echanis1ns 
will be considered. Such n1ethods of synthesis are based on dis
placen1ent equations, i.e., equations relating the input and output 
variables of a n1echanis1n in tern1s of its fixed para1neters. 

The displacement equation of the four-bar linkage n1ay be 
obtained by considering a rectangular-coordinate system OAXY 
(Fig. 10-1) with respect to ,vhich the coordinates of A and B 
may be written as follows: 
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For A: X2 = 01 COS cf> 
.1/2 = 01 sin cf> 

For B: Xa = - 04 + Oa cos Ify3 = oa sin y;
Since the distance AB is fixed and equal to a2, application of Pythagoras' 
theorem yields (x2 - xa)2 + (y2 - y3) 2 

= a22 

or (a, cos cf> +a4 - aa cos f)2 - (a1 sin cf> - aa sin y; )2 
= a22 

After trigonon1etric si,nplifications this may be ,vritten 
A sin f + B cos f = C (10-1)

where1 

a 04 
-4 "-sin c/> B + cos 'I' C - cos 'I'a1A = = = aa 2a,a:i

Equation (10-1) n1ay be solved for a displace1nent analysis of the 
four-bar linkage; that is, y; is found explicitly as a function of <I> and the 
parameters a,, a2,aa, a4. Such a solution is obtained by expressing sin t/1
and cost/tin terms of tan (t/t/2), 

. 2 tan (y; /2) 1 - tan2 (y;/2)sin t/t = 1 + tan2 (t/t/2) cos VI = l + tan2 (t/t/2)
and substituting those values in Eq. (10-1) to get 

2A tan � + B (1 - tan2 t) = C (1 + tan2 t) 
or (B + C) tan2t/t - 2A tan YI - B + C = 02 2 

C2from ,vhich f = A + VA2 + B2 -
tan2 - - B+C-

For each value of <I> the quantities A, B, C 1nay be obtained and 
1 Do not confuse the quantities A, B, and C with the points A and B (Fig. 

10-1). 

y 

Y3 
Output 

1 Input FIGURE 10-1 Planar four-bar 
a� I linkage; coordinates of .-t 

:C3 :C208 0A and B. 
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Btor ',// + 

FIGURE 10-2 Two solutions of the 
equation of the four-bar linkage. 

t,vo distinct values of i/; found as 
.4 + VA2 + B2 - C2if+ = 2 arctan 

B + C (10-2)
A - vA2 + n2 - c2i/;- = 2 arctan B + C 

These two values correspond to the t,vo ways in which a four-bar linkage
1nay be closed (Fig. 10-2). 

10-2 CRANK AND FOLLOWER SYNTHESIS: 
THREE ACCVRACY POINTS 

Consider the problen1 of designing a planar four-bar linkage such that to three given positions of the crank, defined by angles </,1, q,2, and 
c/,a, there correspond three prescribed positions of the follo,ver, i/;1, f2, and'Ya. The solution consists in finding the proper values of a1, a2, a3, and a4for three related pairs (<J,1, i/;1) ,  (<J,2, i/;2), and (</>:,, fa). 1�he procedure isbased on the displace111ent equation1 

K1 cos </> - K2 cos i/; + Ka = cos ( <I> - y,) (10-3) 

This equation "'as deduced fro1n Eq. (10-1) by rearranging the tern1s. 
\Vhen ,vritten for three pairs of values, ( </,1, i/;1), ( </,2, V/2), ( <Pa, 'Ya), this equation yields a systen1 of three equations linear ,vith respect to K1, K2, K:., 

K1 cos ct,1 - K2 cos i/;1 + K3 = cos (ct,, - i/;1)
Ki cos cf,2 - K2 cos f2 + Ka = cos (cf,2 - t/12) 
Ki cos <J,3 - K2 cos fa+ Ka = cos (</>a - i/;a) 

with 

1 This is also known as the Freudenstein equation (see first reference u1 
Bibliography at the end of this chapter). 
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Tedious third-order determinants n1ay be avoided by first subtracting the 
second and third equations from the first, thus eliminating K:,, 

K1 (cos</,1 - cos</,2) - K2(cosi/;1 - cosi/12) 
= COS ( 'Pl - V11) - COS ( 'P2 - Y,,2) 

K1(cos c/>1 - cos c/>a) - K2(cos i/;1 - cos i/;a) 
= COS ('Pl - V11) - COS (q,3 - Via) 

and solving the resulting systen1 of two equations with two unknowns; 
thus, 

WtWij - W3W4 
KO- = 

W2W4 - W1Wr, 

in \vhich 

W1 = COS cJ,1 - COS cJ,2 

W2 = COS 1/;1 - COS i/;2 

W3 = COS (,Pt - Y11) - COS (q,2 - V12) 
W4 = COS q,l - COS q,3 

Ws = COS Vil - COS Via 
w6 = cos (cJ,1 - i/;1) - cos (q,3 - y;3) 

Substituting values of K 1 and K2 into one of the three original equations 
yields K3 as 

i = 1, 2, or 3 

With the values of K1, K2, and K3 known, the parameters of the 
linkage may be found from the relations 

The para1neter a4 n1ay be given a positive but arbitrary value, usually 
taken as unity. This parameter merely determines the size of the linkage 
and has no effect on the angular relationships. 

10-3 EXAJ\1 PLES: FOUR-BAR FUNCTION GENERATORS 
WITH THREE ACCURACY POINTS 

The design of four-bar function generators, already carried out by 
geo1netric 1nethods in Secs. 8-4 and 8-.5, is reconsidered here as an applica
tion of the three-accuracy-point synthesis developed in the last section. 

Example 1 The function = log x is to be generated in they
interval 1 < x < 2 by means of a four-bar linkage 0 .. 1.AB08 (Fig. 10-3). 
The basic elements of the problen1 are here the same as in Sec. 8-4. The 
variables x and y are represented, respectively, by the crank and foJlower 
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F·1cuaE 10-:3 Principle of four-bar-linkage function generator. 

angles <I> and y; through the relations 

il<J, ilx 
i/1 - t/1, - y - y.

flt/I . fly 

The reader is referred to Sec. 8-4 for the details of the formulation of the 
problen1 and the definitions of the syn1bols used. Three accuracy points 
are taken in the interval 1 < x < 2 with Chebyshev spacing, whence the 
corresponding values of the variables x and y are 

;r1 = 1.067 y1 = 0.0282 
X2 = 1.5 y2 = 0.1761 
Xa = 1.933 Ya = 0.2862 

The ranges of variation of <I> and y; n1ust be selected. They are
chosen as !l</J = flt/I = 60° . The rotations of the crank and follower from 
the position corresponding to the first accuracy point to the positions
corresponding to the other two are, with the con1putation carried to *0 

, 

</>2 - <J,1 = X2 - X1 fl<J, = 26.0o 'f2 - Vil = y2 - YI ill/; = 29.4° 

Xf - X8 YI - Y• 
<J,3 - ./, ./, - 1/3 - Yi A./,- -1 40- </J1 = Xa XI fl</> = 52.0° 

\1'3 - \I'I �\I' = .) • 
1!r - YXJ - X, ,'1; , 

With the present method, the angles <J,1 and V/1, crank and follower
Positions corresponding to the first accuracy point, n1ust also be selected
at the start. Choosing q,1 = 0 and V11 = 0 yields 

</>2 = 26.0° i/12 = 29.4° 

<f>3 = 52.0° 
t/13 = 51.4° 
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from which W1 = 0.1011 Wz = 0.1285 W3 = 0.0017 
W4 = 0.3539 W5 = 0.3766 w6 = 0 

grv1ng K1 = -0.0i'>777 K2 = - 0.05900 K3 = 0.99877 

With the frame a4 = 1 unit of length, the other three paran1eters of the 
linkage are found as 

a1 = - 16.95 a.2 = 1.36 a3 = - 17.31 

This linkage, ,vith t,vo long links (crank a1 = 16.95, follower 
a3 = 17.:31) and two relatively short links (fra1ne a4 = 1.00, coupler 
a2 = 1.36), has poor force-transn1ission qualities and is not an acceptable 
solution. In point of fact, application of the Grashof criterion sho,vs this 
linkage to have change points; on second thought, this was inevitable, 
since both crank and follower had starting angles of 0° . The unsatis
factory solution was co1npounded fron1 unhappy choices of arbitrary
values-starting angles and ranges of n1otion. 

If the idea of the spread associated with the 60° ranges seen1s 
desirable and this feature is to be retained, only one alternative exists, 
viz., different starting positions for <f, and if;. 

0°
A second attempt, in which <f,1 = 45° (<1>2 = 71°, <f, 1 = 97°) an<l :

i/;1 = (i/;2 = 29.5°, i/;3 = 51.4°) ,vere assumed, with a4 = 1.0, yielded 
a1 = - 1.031, a2 = 2.682, a3 = - 2.310. These linkage proportions are 
favorable to force transmission, and the design 1nay be considered as 
acceptable, if it is recognized that it is a double rocker. The new linkage, 
drawn in position 1, is shown in Fig. 10-4. 1�he negative signs for a1 and 

I 
\ �</,3 = 97•51 4° I , • \ 

. \ . <!>2= 71•\
1A\t·f I lO

' 
'1'3-

tB0,1o::::-------a•;;...3 ________o-::Ba/,�: 1. 
=0 t, / ·/ l/;-O I 

1./ /1-.J,2 = 29.5° � ;• \ <I> 1 =45• 
a

./ \
I

I •, 
// 

I \Ai \
__j

A 2 __ ....-bAa// -- ---

/
/ 

--/ 
--/

/ 

B3 

/
cf.,,--

E'IOURE 10-4 Example 1, function generator y = log x, I < x < 2, with three 
accuracy points, second attempt. 
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aa are interpreted by considering OAA and OnB as vectors: the angles
ti> andVI define their direction; the paran1eters a1 anda3 define their magni
tudes and the sense in ,vhich they are to be laid off. A graphical check of 
this linkage for the three accuracy points sho,vs that no large error is 
present. 1�0 detern1ine the structural error accurately, an analysis must 
be carried out by using Eqs. (10-2) developed in Sec. 10-1. The resultsof this analysis for values of t/, in the interval <f,, < <f, < <t,1 at 6° intervals
are sun1n1arized in Table 10-1. 

Table 1 0- 1  ERROR IN LOG-FUNCTION GENERATOR, THREE ACCURACY POINTS 

log x Ymeeh - log XX (/,, DEG VI, DEG Yme<I, 

0. 114 0 .  115 0 .001 59.0 17 .3 

0. 146 0 .  146 065.0 23.5 

0 -0.025 -0.025 I .  0 4 1 . 0  - 6 . 1  

0. 041 0 . 042 0 .001 1 . 1  47 . 0  2 . 8  

0 .079 0 . 080 0 . 001 1 .  2 53 . 0  10 .4  

1 .  4 

0. 176 0 .  176 071 . 0  29. 4  

1 . 6 77. 0  0 . 204 0 .203 -0 .001 

1 . 8 

0. 230 0 . 229 -0.001 83. 0  40 . 1  

0 . 254 0 .255 89. 0  45. 1  -0. 001 

0 . 278 0 . 279 -0 .001 95.0 49.9 

2 .0  101 . 0  0 . 302 .0. 301 0 . 001 

By taking VI = y;+, the structural error, i.e., the difference betv,een 
the values of Ymech given by the linkage and the corresponding values of log x, is shown in the last colun1n. As expected, this structural error
vanishes at the accuracy points. The n1axi1nun1 structural error, occur
ring at x = 1.0, is E = - 0.025, or 8.3 percent of the range of variation of y.

With algebraic n1ethods of synthesis and analysis, all quantities
n-tay be calculated to any desired degree of accuracy, which means the elin1ination of graphical error. Structural error ren1ains, as does the 
mechanical error deriving f ro1n 1nachining tolerances and def orn1ations 
of links. 1'he evaluation of this 1nechanical error ,vill be considered in a later section. 

Example 2 A four - bar linkage is to generate the function y = 1/x
°over the interval 1 < x < 2. The ranges of variation are to be /l<j, = 90

and /li/; = 90° with three accuracy points having Chebyshev spacing.
'rhe accuracy points are then 

X1 = 1.067 X2 = 1.5 X3 = 1.933 
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with associated functional values of 

Y1 = 0.9371 Y2 = 0.6666 Ya = 0.5173 

Taking 'P1 = 45° , v,,1 = 0 yields 

¥12 = Y2 - ='P2 = 'P l + :t:2 - Xi �cp = 84.0o "11 + Yi �1',, -48.7 0 

:r..r - x. -YI y. 
X3 - .i:1 A= + 1"'3 oo q,3 q, I - - -· - · . i.J, q, = £, • Via = "11 + y3 

- Yi �if; = - 75.60 

.r1 - x. YI - y • 

fron1 ,vhich the linkage paran1eter.., are found as 

a1 = 0.036 a2 = 0.970 aa = 0.056 ,vith a4 = 1.0 

In this linkage the crank and follo,ver lengths are very sn1all co1npared 
,vith the fran1e and coupler lengths, and another "try" is indicated. We 
hopefully choose cp1 = 4.5°, if;, = 90° . The crank angles ct, corresponding 

Bi 

A2 

FIGURE 10-5 Example 2, function gencr:itor y = 1 / I, I < .r < :2, with three accuracy 
points, second attempt. 
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o,. 
FJ<a·aE 1 0-6 N'otation for velority 
and acceleration synthesis. 

to the accuracy points remain as above, but the f ollow·er angles becon1e 

"11 = 90° "12 = 41.3° 
"1� = 14.4° 

With these new specifications the linkage para111eters are found as 

a1 = -0.547 a2 = l.035 a3 = 0.447 

This ne,v linkage is shown in Fig. 10-5. A displace1nent analysis
si111ilar to that described in the last exan1ple shows that the 1naxi1nu1n 
structural error is E = 0.015, that is, 3 percent of the range of variation 
of y. 

10-4 C R A N K  A N D  FOLLOWER S Y N T H E S IS  : 
AN G U LAR VELOCITIES A N D  A C C ELE R A T I O N S  

The design of a planar four-bar linkage having prescribed angular
velocities and angular accelerations of the crank and f ollo,ver for a desired 
phase, i.e., for specified values of <J, and i/1, 111ay be carried out in a fashion 
similar to the foregoing. If, in the four-bar linkage of Fig. 10-6, the crank 
angle is q,, the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the crank 
are defined by 

d<J,
= and 

W,t, dt 

With a follov,er angle If, the angular velocity and angular acceleration of 
the follower becon1e 

dif and= Wy, dt 
A linkage n1ay be designed such that, when the crank has a specified posi
tion, angular velocity, and acceleration, the follower will also have a 
�Pecified position, angular velocity, and acceleration. In other words, it
1s necessary to detennine the paran1eters a1, a2, a3, a4 such that a given set
of values q,, wtf>, a"' ,vill give rise to desired values of t/;, wy,, at. 

This problen1 n1ay be solved by taking the first and second time 
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B 

a,  = 3.760 

A 

FIGURE 10-7 Example of velocity nnd acceleration synthesi�, 
completed linkage. 

derivatives of Eq. (10-3), 

KI cos q, - K2 cos tJ, + K3 = cos (q, - iJ,) 
K,w"' sin q, - K2w-1, sin tJ, = (w<1> - w"') sin (cf, - tJ,) 

K,(a<1> sin cf, +  w4,2 cos q,) - K2(a-1, sin tJ, + w"'2 cos tJ,) 
= (a<1> - a"') sin (q, - tJ,) + (w<1> - w-1,)e2 cos (cf, - tJ,) 

Solving the last t\vo equations of this systen1 for K1 and K2 and substitut
ing the values obtained in the first equation to get K3 yields 

where W1 = w<t> sin q, 
w2 = w"' sin tJ, 
Wa = (w<t> - w-1,) sin (q, - tJ,) 
W4 = a<I> sin q, + w,/ cos q, 
·ws = a-1- sin 1/t + w-1-2 cos 1/t 
w6 = (a<I> - a,J,) sin (<I> - tJ,) + (w<I> - w-1-)e2 cos (q, - 1/t) 

and Ka = cos (q, - tJ,) - K1 cos <I> +  K2 cos tJ, 

As in the case of three-accuracy-point synthesis, the para1neters of the 
linkage are given by 

Example Design a four-bar linkage meeting the following 
specifications: 

w"' = - :3.0 rad/sec a"' = 0 
iJ, = 6,:,o w-1, = 8.0 rad/sec af = 0 

1'aking a. = 3.760, * the remaining parameters of the required linkage are 

* This value of a, was chosen to a.llow a comparison with a solution gained 
from complex numbers (Sec. 1 1 - 1 ) .  
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found as 
a1 = 1.676 a2 = 2.640 aa = 0.606 

The linkage is shown in Fig.10-7. 

10-5 G E � E RALIZATI O N  O F  T H E  SYNTH ESIS J.\,1 ETHOD 
BY L I N EAR E Q UATIONS 

The foregoing methods of synthesis of the foura-bar linkage in 
terms of linear equations only "'ere made possible by the form of the displacement equation [Eq. (10-3)]. In this, the three coefficients K1, K2,and K3 are (1) functions of three design parameters a1/a4, a2/a4, a3/a4and (2) independent of the input and output variables, viz., the crank andfollo,ver angles cp and y;. It is therefore possible to generalize this method 
to other linkages for ,vhich the displacement equation may be written in 
a form having essent.ially the same properties. Consider a general linkage 
in which the number of design parameters is n and for which cp and y; are 
the input and output variables, analogous to the crank and follo,ver angles 
in the case of the four - bar linkage. If the displacement equation of the 
linkage is written in the form 

L 
n 

K;( n design parameters)G; ( cj,, y;) = F( q,
i= 1 

then, ,vriting this equation for n pairs of values ( ¢;, "1,-), j = 1 ,2 ,  . . . , n,there ,vill be n equations linear in K1, K2, . • • , K,., 

K1G1(c/>1, "11) + K2G2(</>1, "11) + + K,,G,.( <1>1, f1) = F( cJ,1, "11)
KIG1 ( 'P2, "12) + K2G2(cJ,2, "12) + + K,.Gn ( </>2, "12) F(</>21 "12)= 

. . . . , . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ' 

+ K,.G,. (cJ,,., y;,.) = F(cJ,,,, f,,) 
Since these K's are functions which may be solved for K1 , K2, • • , K,,. 

of n design parameters, this leads to a set of n equations from ,vhich thean 
design parameters may be found. 

10-6 SYNTHESIS O F  T H E  SLIDE R-CRANK l\.1 E C H  Al\' ISl\-I 
WITH T H R E E  ACCU RACY POINTS 

The general approach to synthesis outlined in the last section ,villbe applied here to the slidera- crank mechanism ( Fig. 10-8). The first stepin the synthesis is to derive a displacement equation taking into accountall possible parameters of the linkage. 1'his may be achieved by ,vriting 
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the coordinates of points A and B ,·vith respect to the set of axes O,1.xy as 

For A :  XA = a1 COS <j, 
YA = a1 sin <J, 

For B: XB = 8 

=Yoe a3 

and then expressing the distance AB = a2 as 

(AB)2 = (xB - XA)2 + (ys - y,1)2 

2 2or a2 = (s - a1 cos <J,)a + (a3 - a1 sin q,)2 

This, after manipulation and redu,�tion by means of trigono1netric identi
ties, becomes 

(10-4) 

To carry out a three-point synthesis relating the crank position <J, 
to the slider positionas, three coefficients K1, K2, Ka must be defined in 
terms of the three parameters a1, a2, a3 of the linkage. On setting 

Eq. (10-4) takes the form 

K1s cos <I> + K2 sin <I> - K3 - s2 (10-5) 

which satisfies the conditions of the last section. With the notation of 
the last section, 

a� = - 1  p = 82Gi = s cos <I> 

are recognized as functions of the input and output variables cf> and s but 
independent of the design parameters a. The coefficients K, on the other 
hand, are functions of the design parameters while independent of the 

y 

A 

t--· . _ __ ,. · - · - "  
s 

FlOUftJo; 10-8 Slider-crank mechanism 8howing pariuneters 
and variables used in synthesis. 
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input and output variables. Writing Eq. (10-5) for three pairs of values( ¢1, 81), ( ¢2, s2), and ( r/>a, s3) yields the system 
K1s1 cos <t> ,  + K � sin r/, ,  - K� = 81 2 

K 182 cos </,2 + K2 sin </,2 - Ka = 822 

K1 83 cos 'P aa+ K2 sin q,3 - Ka = 83
2 

W1 = St COS </,1 - S2 COS </,2 w, = 81 cos </,1 - Sa cos <l> a  
w2 = sin </,1 - sin 4'2 Ws = sin 4'1 - sin q, 3 
W3 = S1 2 - 822 U16 = S1 2 - 8a2 

and K3 is conveniently given by 
Ka = -8, + K1s; cos q,; + K2 sin <J,; i = 1 ,  2 ,  or 3 

'fhe parameters of the linkage now follow as 

Example Design a slidera-crank mechanism in ,vhich the slider 
displacement is proportional to the square of the crank rotation, or 

s - 8$ = (!/!_- q,8)2 (10-6) SJ - s. <Pt - 'Ps 

where /ls = 8t - s, is the total displacernent of the slider correspondingto the crank rotation A</, = <J,1 - q,,. The starting and final values <f,,,s, and <J,1, s1 are unspecified and n1ay be chosen by the designer. The 
foilowing values are assun1ed for the present example: 

<I>, = 45° s. = 8 in. 
<Pt = 105° s1 = 12 in. 

°The range of variation of the crank is therefore A</, = <J,1 - q,, = 60 ,and the corresponding displace1nent of the slider is /ls = s1 - s, = 4 in. Three accuracy points are chosen with Chebyshev spacing and yield 
</,1 = 49° </,2 = 75° <f,3 = 101° 

The corresponding values of 8 are deduced from Eq. ( 10-6) as 
; ("'I - "'•)2 

St - -'--- - = 8 02 · .= 88 + ( St S,) lll. "'' - "'· 

s2 = 9.00 in. 
sa = 11a.48 in. 
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�-I<a·nE HJ-!J Example of synthesis of slider-crank mechanism, 
completed linkage. 

'fhe values of the coefficients w f ollo,v as 

W1 = 2.93 W2 = - 0.211 W3 = - 1().8 
W4 = 7.46 w, = -0.227 w6 = -67.8 

from ,vhich K1 = - 1 1.7 K2 = -84.0 Ka = - 189.1 

The dimensions of the linkage are found to be 

a1 = -5.8,5 in. a2 = 16.55 in. a3 = 7.18 in. 

This linkage is sho"\\'n in Fig. 10-9. 

10-7 S Y N T H ES I S  O F  'l' H E  S L I D E R- C R AN K  .M E C H AN I S l\{ .
WI'rH F O U R  AC C u RACY P O I N T S  

'fo extend the three-accuracy-point synthesis of the slider-crank 
mechanism to a higher nu1nber of accuracy points, additional design 
parameters must be taken into account. In the case of four accuracy 
points, either the crank position <J,1 or the slider position s1 corresponding
to the first accuracy point n1ust be included ,vith the link lengths a1 , a2, 
and a3 as a fourth design parameter. The slider position s1 ,vill be taken 
in this section as a design parameter, leaving t/>1 to be chosen by the 
designer to n1eet additional requirements. The slidei: position corre-
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sponding to any accuracy point n1ay now be defined as 8; = 81 + 811,where s1; is the slider displa·cen1ent from the position corresponding to 
the first accuracy point to points I, 2, 3,  and 4 (811 being always zero). 
In these tern1s, the displace1nent equation of the n1echanis1n becon1es 

or 
22a181 cos </,; + 2a1 81; cos </,; + 2a1aa sin <I>, - (a1 2 - al + aa + 81 2) 

= 2S1811 + S1;2 

An attempt to apply the general approach to synthesis by linear 
equations to the present problen1 ,vould yield four linear equations ( corresponding to four accuracy points) with five unknowns, 
K1 cos <I>, + K2s1; cos </,; + Ka sin </,; - K4 = Ks81; + 81;2 

j = 1 ,  2, 3, 4 ( 10-i) in which 
Ki = 2a1s1 K2 = 2a1 

a1 2 a22K3 = 2a1a3 K4 = - + a32 + 81 2 

Such a systen1 of four equations ,vith five unknowns is indetermi
nate; however, exan1ination of the above definitions of the five K's indicates that son1e of these unkno,vns are related to one another, 

or (10-8) 

This additional relation, called the compatibility equation, n1ust be added to the syste1n of four linear equations ( 10-7) to yield a system of five equations for the five unknowns Ki ,vith i = 1 ,  2, 3, 4, .5. · 
Since the con1patibility equation (I0-8) is nonlinear, the above system cannot be solved by the sin1ple rules involving five linear equations with five unknowns. I ts solution will be better understood if K" 

is denoted as A. The compatibility equation then becon1es 
2K1 - K2A = 0 (10-9) 

and the systen1 of equations (10-7) is re,vritten as 
K1 cos </>; + K281; cos </,; + Ka sin </,; - K4 = A81; + 81;2 

j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (10- 10) 
This system cannot be solved, since the value of A is unknown; however, 
K ,, K2, K3, K4 n1ay be expressed in tern1s of A. 1'o achieve this, consider 
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If A O , = 2l1 - m2 + v� , = 2l1 - m2 - �. 

K INEMATIC SYNTH ESIS OF LINKAGES 

Table 1 0-2 SYNTHESIS OF SLIDER-CRANK MECHANISM, FOUR 

ACCURACY POINTS 

Specifications: 
Crank rotations c/>12, c/>u, c/>u 
Slider displacements 812, Su813, 

Crank position corresponding to first accuracy point, ,:/,1 
Parameters: 

Procedure: 
1 Compute. 

c/>2 = cf>I + c/>12 c/>a = c/>1 + cf>13 

2. Solve the two systems of linear equations 

l1(cos c/>1) + [3(sin c/>1) - l4 = 0 
l1(cos c/>2) + l2(S12 cos c/>2) + la(sin c/>2) - l1 = s1 2  

l,(cos c/>a) + l2(813 cos </>a) + la(sin cf>3) - /4 = 813 
l1(cos cf>4) + lls14 cos cf>4) + la(sin cf>4) - /4 = 814 

and 

rn,(cos c/>1) + ma(sin c/>1) - m4 = 0 
8122111 ,(cos c/>2) + m2(812 cos c/>2) + ma(sin c/>2) - m4 = 

m1(cos c/>a) + m2(S13 cos c/>a) + ma(sin cp3) - 1114 = 8132 

m,(cos cp4) + m,2(814 cos cp4) + ma(sin <f,4) - m4 = 814
2 

NOTE: The coefficients of the l's and m's are the same in both systems; only 
the second members differ, allowing the elimination of unknowns to be c•ar
ried out in similar fashion for both systems. 

3. Compute the discriminant A = (m2 - 2l1)2 + 8m1l2 : 
If A < 0, there is no solution. 

If 1-1
A = O, ", = 

2l1 
2l
-

2 
m2 1 . .; so ut1on 1s unique. 

> ' " 2l2 
or " 2l2 ' there are two 

solutions, one for each X. 

4. Compute for each X: 

Ka = Xla + ms 

and 
K2a1 = -2 

X
81 = 2 

Ka 
aa = K2 

--_ _a2 +_ 8a2 
= Va12 +_a__ _1

2 � K4 
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the t,vo syste1ns of linear equations 
l1 cos <f,; + l2s1; cos </>; + la sin <f,; - z. = 81;

and m1 cos <f,; + m2s1; cos <f,; + m� sin </>; - m4 = s1;2 J = 1 , 2 ,  3, 4 
obtained by considering one ter1n of the second member at a tiine. These systems n1ay be solved to yield l1, l2, la, [4 and m1, m2, ma. m4• The 
unknowns K1, K2, Ka, K4 of the systen1 of equations (10-10) n1ay now be 
expressed by superposition as 

K, = Xl; + m; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (10-11)  

These values substituted into the co1npatibility equation (10-9) yield 
2(Xl1 + m1) - (Xl2 + m2)X = 0 

or l2X2 + (m2 - 2l1)X - 2m1 = 0 (10-12) 
in which X is the only unkno,vn.

When the discrirninant of this equation is positive, two values of X ,nay be found. For each of these values, K1 , K2, Ka, K. may be evaluated by n1eans of Eq. (10-11 ) ,  after which the parameters a1, a2, aa and 
the slider position s 1 corresponding to the first accuracy point may be 
found. Thus, if the discrin1inant of Eq. (10-12) is positive, the problen1 
has two solutions· if the discri1ninant is zero, there is a unique solutiona· 1and if the discriminant is negative the problen1 has no solution. TheI 

complete nun1erical procedure involved is summarized in Table 10-2. 

10-8 CRANK AND F O L  LOWER SYNTHESIS: 
FIVE A C C URACY POINTS 

In the threea-accuracya-point synthesis considered in Sec. 10-2, the crank and follower angles corresponding to all accuracy points werespecified. If the actual angular positions of the crank and follower areleft unspecified but if instead their rotations with respect to the positioncorresponding to the first accuracy point are given, then t,vo additional 
design parameters, the crank and follower angles </>1 and "11, may be con
sidered in the synthesis. Since the number of design parameters is nowfive, viz., the three ratios a1/a4, a2/ a., aa/ a4 and the two angles q,1 and¥1 1, a synthesis with five accuracy points 1nay be expected. Let the crank and follo,ver angles for the five accuracy points be </>; and "1; ( j  = 1 ,  2, 3,4, 5) ; then 

</>; = </>1 + </>Ii ,vith </>1 1  = 0 
and I/;; = ¥11 + ¥1 1; with "111 = 0 
where <f,1,- and f1; are the rotations of the crank and follower relative to 
the first accuracy point. 
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\Vhen these values are substituted into the displacement equation 
of the four-bar linkage (10-3), they yield a system of equations 

= cos (<1>1 - i/;1 + </>1, - i/;1;) j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (10-13) 

with five unknowns, 

'Pt 

As in the case of the synthesis of the slider crank 1nechanis1n ,vith -
four accuracy points (Sec. 10-7), tne solution of the above systen1 does 
not reduce to that of linear equations ; and a con1patibility equation, of 
third degree in this case, 1nust be considered. 1'he solution is lengthy, 
but a digital-con1puter progran1 giving a co1nplete solution of the problem 
has been written,1 and this progran1 n1ay be used in n1ost cases without 
an understanding of the details of the solution perforrned. 

Consider the problem of generating the function y = f(x) in the 
interval X8 < x < x1 by n1eans of a four-bar linkage OAABOn (Fig. 10-10), 
with five accuracy points such that the structural error is minimized. As 
usual, the variables x and y are represented by the crank and f ollo,ver 
rotations through the relations 

</> - <f>, X - x. i/t - YI•_ y - y,and = 
<f>1 - <f>s X1 - Xs 'YI - YI, YI - y. 

where y. = f(x.) and Y1 = J(x1). The ranges of variation fl<f, = <f,1 - <J,, 
and t,.YI = Yli - if;, are chosen arbitrarily, and five accuracy points are 

1 Freudenstein, second reference in the Bibliography at the end of the chapter. 

B 

a�  .x, 

�'IOU.RE 10-10 Four-bar function generator with five accu
racy points, showing parameters and variables used in 
synthesis. 

http:�'IOU.RE
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Structural error E 

FIGPRE 1 0 - 1 1  Structural-error r.urve. 

selected along the curve of y = f(x) for x = x; (j = 1 ,  2, 3 ,  4, 5)  in the 
interval between x. and x1. The crank and follower rotations from the 
position corresponding to the first accuracy point to the positions corre
sponding to the other accuracy points are then 

</>i . = X; - X1 A</> and
J Xt - Xa 

with Y; = f(x;) and j = 1 ,  2, 3,  4, 5. 
A complete solution of the problem consists in solving the system

of equations (10-13) to find the parameters a1/a4, a2/a4, aa/a4, <1>1, and 
¥11 ; analyzing the linkage to determine the structural error as a function 
of x; respacing the accuracy points in order to reduce the structural errore;
and solving Eq. (10- 13) again. This process is repeated until the struc
tural error is miniznized. Since there are five accuracy points in the inter
val between x. and x1, the structural error will have the general appear
ance shown in Fig. 10-11a. It will be zero at each accuracy point and will 
reach a series of maxima and minima between the accuracy points as well 
as at the beginning and end of the interval. For the curve shown in Fig. 
10-11, the structural error e34, bet,veen the accuracy points Xs and x., has 
the greatest n1agnitude. In respacing the accuracy points, points x;; and 
X4 must therefore be brought closer together in order to reduce t34 at the 
cost of other maxima or minima. The structural error is 1nini1nized when 
the spacing is such that all maxin1a and minima are of equal n1agnitude.

The computer progran1 referred to above considers the complete 
proble1n : the input data consist of the function y = f(x) ; the initial and 
final values of x to be considered, x. and x1; the ranges of rotation of the 
crank and follower, A</> and A1/;; and the five values X1, x2, xa, X4, X5 corre
sponding to the five accuracy points to be used in the first cycle of co1n
putations. With this progra1n, the four-bar linkages shown in Table 
10-3e1 have been designed to generate elementary functions within speci-

1 This is table I from F. Freudenstein, Four-bar Function Generators, Trans. 
Fifth Conj. 1lfechanisms, Purdue University, 1958; also ll1achine Design, Nov. 27, 1958.
Reprinted by courtesy of Penton Publishing Companv. 
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y =  x 2  

...-.---..--- -1.0r-------,--- ---,, 

FIGURE 10-12 Symmet
rical function y = x2 

• -1 -0.5 0 +0.5 + I  

fied intervals. The table shows the accuracy points corresponding to 
optirnum spacing, i.e., for rninin1u1n structural error as ,vell as the mag
nitude of this error. Note that the error varies widely fron1 function to 
function and depends on the interval of generation as well. For exan1ple, 
function y = :i:2 in the interval 0 < x < 1 is generated v,,ith a structural 
error less than 0.075 percent of the output travel. When the interval is 
extended to - 1  < x < + 1, the error becornes 4.47 percent, or 60 times 
as large. The large structural error in this case is due to the syn1metry 
of the function y = x2 in the interval - 1 < x < + 1 (Fig. 10-12). The 
four-bar linkage is not suited to the generation of symmetrical functions. 
}[echanisms better suited to this purpose will be considered in Chap. 12. 

10-9 A N ALYS IS OF MECH AN I C  AL ERRORS IN LIN KA GE S 

Consider a linkage with n constant pararneters Qi, Q2, • • .  , q,, 

transf orn1ing a 1notion (as shaft rotation), defined by an input variable 
q,, into another n1otion, defined by an output variable f. This linkage 
has been designed to generate a given function in a given interval such 
that, if the linkage ,vere built to perfection, the maxin1un1 deviation 
between the desired function and the function generated by the linkage 
would not exceed E,, the mathen1atical or structural error. This devia
tion is present in all linkages designed by approxinlate synthesis. An 
additional error� Em, due to deflections of the links, play in the joints, 
and rnanuf acturing tolerances, will inevitably occur in addition to E, in 
any actual linkage. This n1echanical error Em will now be evaluated in 
terms of din1ensional variations that n1ay be rnaintained on the values 
of the parameters qi, q2, . . . , qn. 

The displacen1ent equation of the linkage, relating the constant 
paran1eters qi, q2, . . . , q,. to the input and output variables q, and YI, 
may be written in general f orn1 as 

(10-14) 
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The errors of the constant paran1eters qi, q2, . . .  , q,. are assun1ed to be 
llq1, llq2, • • • , llqn . For a given value of the input variable </,, the value 
of the output variable will be y; + ily;, and we may write 

F(q1 + ilq1, q2 + ilq2• . .a . , q,, + ilq,. , </>,t/1 + ily;) = 0 (10-15) 
The mechanical error manifested at the output is 

For small values of the errors llq1, llq2, . . . , llq,, and fly;, the 
differential of the function F n1ay be ,·ritten in terms of its partial deriva
tives as 

or Em = 

1'he total n1echanical error Em in the linkage is therefore the sum of the 
individual errors due to each of the parameters considered separately. 

10-10 M E C H A N I C A L  E R R O R S  I N  F O "C R - B A R  L I N K A GE S  

For our present purpose, the displacen1ent equation (IO - I) of the 
foura-bar linkage is wTitten as 

D sin t + J,; cos t = F (10-1 6) 
in ,vhich D = 2a1a3 sin </,

E = 2aaa4 +2a1aa cos </, 
2 2 2F = - a2 + aa2a1a◄ cos q, +a12 + a4

Errors !la in the link lengths a1, ,vill n1odify the coefficients Da2, a3, a4 

and E and the term F by arnounts ilD, ilE, and ilF and will produce an 
error ily; in the output. Each error ila in a given link will produce sepa
rate errors in D, E, and F, whence the output error contributed by eachlink must be considered separately. The total mechanical error Em of the 
linkage ,vill be the sum of the separate errors. 
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link-error Equation 

In the presence of link-length errors the displacernent equation (10-16) 
n1ay be written as 

(D + llD) sin (iJ., + lliJ.,) + (E + llE) cos (iJ., + lli/t) = F + llF (10-17) 

After expansion of this equation (by use of trigonon1etric identities, small
angle approxin1ations, and neglect of higher-order tern1s), the subtraction 
of Eq. (10-16), and ordering of terms, we find 

ilY1(D cos i/1 - ll sin i/1) = -llD sin 1/; - fl.E cos "1 + !l.F 

. llD sin "1 + llb' cos iJ., - AF
from ·which fl.y; = - = (tm)link (10-18)-D COS VI E . "'S111 

This is the link-error equati<m. 

Error Due Only to fl.a1 

An error Aa1 in link dimension a1 produces deviations fl.D, llE, and llF in 
D, E, and F to yield a mechanical error Em 1 = Ai/11. The deviation AD is 
found as follows : 

AD = (D + AD) - D = [2(a1 + lla1)aa sin cl>] - 2a1a3 sin cl> 
= (2aa sin cl>) fl.a1 

In like n1anner 

llE = (2a3 cos q,) /la1 
llF = (2a4 cos q, + 2a1) Aa1 

Substitution of these values into Eq. (10 -18) yields 

= 2 a4 cos ct, + a1 -. aa cos <! -=- 't2 Aa11 = E"' 1fl.y; D cos YI - E sin YI 

Error Due Only to lla2 

The deviations are 

and 
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= _ (2 a4 cos cJ, + aa - a1 cos "') ,/\ U'f'J 

K I N E M A T I C  SYNTHESIS OF L I N K A G E S  

Error Due Only to Aaa 
Here 

AD = (2a1 sin q,) Aas AE = (2a4 + 2a1 cos q,) Aa3 

AFe 2as Aaa= 

and Em3 '-lasD ..,COS ¥' - E" , .,. " Sln ¥' 

Error Due Only to Aa,4
Here 

ADe= 0 AF = (2a1 cos t/, + 2a,) Aa, 

_ _ 2 a1 cos t/, + a4 - aa cos if; ,\and ".,. - Em4 -u.,,4 ua4D .t. - .t.cos .,, E .sin .,, 

Numerical Example Consider the four-bar linkage designed by 
the five-point synthesis method to generate the function log x for values 
of x bet,veen 1 and 2. The din1ensions of this linkage, given in Table 
10-3, are approximately 

a1 = -3.23 in. a2 = 0.84 in. aa = 3.48 in. a, = 1.0 in. 

with the first accuracy point at 

'Pl = 53° Vil = 259° 

and a maxin1u1n structural error E. = 0.0037° . The n1echanical error will 
now be evaluated at the first accuracy point in ter1ns of errors Aa1 , Aa�, 
Aa3, Aa4 that may be assun1ed for the link lengths a1 , a2, aa, a,. At the 
first accuracy point, 

D = - 18.7 E = -7.04 F = 19.64 
cos VI = -0.19 sin VI = -0.98 

frorn which D cos if; - E sin i/t = - 3.:�8 
Em, = - 0.24 Aa1 rad = - 14 Aa1 deg
Em, = 0.50 Aa2 rad = 29 Aa2 deg 
Em, = -0.38 Aa3 rad = -23 Aaa deg 
E,,., = 0.20 Aa4 rad = 12 Aa4 deg 

Assuming IAa1I = IAa2I = IAaal = IAa4I = 0.001 in., 

IEmImax = IEm, I  + I Em, I  + IEm, I  + JE.,,. J = 0.001 (78) = 0.078° 

2or IEm lrm, = � + Em,2 + Em, + Em.2 = 0.001 (42) = 0.042° 

1'he maximum mechanical error with the 0.001-in. tolerance is thus n1ore 
than 20 times the structural error (0.0780/0.0038 '.::::: 20) ; the ratio of the 
r,ns error is more than 1 1  tin1es the structural (0.0420/0.0037 � 11). 
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10-11 GEOMETRIC IN'l' E R P R E TATION OF THE 
ERROR D E NOM INATOR 

Intuition and experience indicate that the errors in a four-bar link
age are closely related to the value assu1ned by the angle 'Y (Fig. 10-13),
already identified in Sec. 2-10 as the transmission angle. The role played 
by the angle 'Y in the mechanical errors and force transmission of the 
mechanism indicates that there should be a relation between this angle 
and the denominator, G = D cos "1 - E sin 1/t, in the expressions of the 
mechanical errors. 

The angle 'Y may be expressed in tern1s of the linkage parameters 
and the input variable q, by application of the cosine law to triangles 
OA ORA and ABOn (Fig. 10-13), 

or 

To express G in terms of the sa1ne quantities, the angle y; n1ust be elin1i
nated by using the displacernent equation of the linkage [Eq. (10-1)]. 
Solving sirnultaneously the equations 

D sin t/t + E cos 1/t = F 
-E sin 1/t + D cos "1 = G 

F E l D F l  
. G D I -E G lyields sin t/t = 1 cos t/t = 

D E D E-:-- -----'-1 

1 -E n -Ee D I  

/ Direction of v BA 
I 

..-----/ .--- Direction of v 8
+I ,,----------

B I----

·· A 

FIGURE 10-13 Determina
tion of transmission angle 
'}'. 
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,vhich by substitution into the trigono1netric identity 

sin2 y., + cos2 y; = 1 

F E 2 D F 2 D E z 
gives + -E DG D - J.J G 

Expanding the determinants, collecting tenns, and dividing through by 
D2 + E2 yields 

02 = D2 + E2 - F2 (10-20) 

Note that, according to this relation, G is the square root which appears 
in the expressions of y.,+ and y.,- dP.rived in Sec. 10-1. When G = 0, 
i/1+ = y;- and the linkage is in dead-center position, whence no torque can 
be transmitted from the crank to the follower. 

Introducing the expressions for D, E, and fl' (Sec. 10-10) into Eq. 
(10-20) yields 

G2 = 4a12a32 sin2 q, + (2aaa4 + 2a1aa cos q,)2 

- (2a1a4 cos q, + a12 - a22 + a32 + a42) 2 

By combination of ter1ns and algebraic sin1plifications, this reduces to 
2G2 _ 2 2 2a1a4 cos q, + a12 - a2 - al + a42 

2+ 4a2 a32- -4a2 as 2a2aa 
G2 = 4a22a3

2 ( - cos2 'Y + 1 )or 
or G = + 2azaa sin -y (10-21) 

This equation shows that the quantity G and the angle 'Y are indeed two 
equivalent expressions of the same property of a four-bar linkage. ·e·eIt 
confirn1s the fact that a four-bar linkage having poor force transmission 
is also subject to large n1echanical errors. 
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	linkage is characterized by having four revolutes with parallel 
	axes, the distances between successive axes being the paran1eters 
	a1, a2, a:, a. The synthesis of four-bar linkages, or the deter
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	rnetric methods. In this chapter, algebraic 1nethods 
	for 
	the 

	synthesis of four-bar linkages as ,vell as other planar n1echanis1ns 
	will be considered. Such n1ethods of synthesis are based on displacen1ent equations, i.e., equations relating the input and variables of a n1echanis1n in tern1s of its fixed para1neters. 
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	The displacement equation of the four-bar linkage n1ay be obtained by considering a rectangular-coordinate system OAXY (Fig. 10-1) with respect to ,vhich the coordinates of A and B may be written as follows: 
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	X2 = 01 COS cf> 
	For A: 

	1/2 = 01 sin cf> For B: Xa = -04 + Oa cos If
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	y3 = oa sin y;
	Since the distance AB is fixed and equal to a2, application of Pythagoras' theorem yields 
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	Equation (10-1) n1ay be solved for a displace1nent analysis of the four-bar linkage; that is, y; is found explicitly as a function of <I> and the parameters a,, a2,aa, a4. Such a solution is obtained by expressing sin t/1and cost/tin terms of tan (t/t/2), 
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	For each value of <I> the quantities A, B, C 1nay be obtained and 
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	FIGURE 10-2 Two solutions of the 
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	two values correspond to the t,vo ways in which a four-bar linkage1nay be closed (Fig. 10-2). 
	These 
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	THREE ACCVRACY POINTS 
	Consider problen1 of designing a planar four-bar linkage such that to three of the crank, defined by angles </,q,and c/,a, there correspond three prescribed follo,ver, i/;1, f2, and'Ya. The in finding the proper values of a, a2, a, and athree related , i/;), (<J,, i/;2), and(</>:,, fa). 1Łhe procedure is
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	K1 cos </> -K2 cos i/; + Ka = cos ( <I> -y,) 
	(
	10-3) 

	This equation "'as deduced fro1n Eq. (10-1) by rearranging the tern1s. 1, i/;1), (</,2, V/2), (<Pa, 'Ya), this equan yields a systen1 of three equations linear ,vith respect to K, 
	\Vhen ,vritten for three pairs of values, (</,
	tio
	1
	, K2, K
	:.

	1 cos ct,1 -K2 cos i/;1 + K3 = cos (ct,, -i/;1)Ki cos cf,2 -K2 cos f2 + Ka = cos (cf,2 -Ki cos <J,3 -K2 cos fa+ Ka = cos (</>a -i/;a) 
	K
	t/12) 

	with 
	This is also known as the Freudenstein equation (see first reference u1 Bibliography at the end of this 
	1 
	chapter). 
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	Tedious third-order determinants n1ay be avoided by first subtracting the second and third equations from the first, thus eliminating K:,, 
	K1 (cos</,1 -cos</,2) -K2(cosi/;1 -cosi/12) 
	COS ( 'Pl -V11) -COS ( 'P2 -Y,,2) K1(cos c/>1 -cos c/>a) -K2(cos i/;1 -cos i/;a) 
	= 

	COS ('Pl -V11) -COS (q,3 -Via) 
	= 

	and solving the resulting systen1 of two equations with two unknowns; 
	thus, 
	Figure
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	W2W4 -W1Wr, 
	in \vhich 
	W1 = COS cJ,1 -COS cJ,2 W2 = COS 1/;1 -COS i/;2 
	W3 = COS (,Pt -Y11) -COS (q,2 -V12) W4 = COS q,l -COS q,3 
	Ws = COS Vil -COS Via w= cos (cJ,1 -i/;1) -cos (q,3 -y;3) 
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	1 and K2 into one of the three original equations yields Kas 
	Substituting values of K 
	3 

	i = 1, 2, or 3 
	With the values of K1, K2, and K3 known, the parameters of the linkage may be found from the relations 
	Figure
	The para1neter a4 n1ay be given a positive but arbitrary value, usually taken as unity. This parameter merely determines the size of the linkage and has no effect on the angular relationships. 

	10-3 EXAJ\1 PLES: FOUR-BAR FUNCTION GENERATORS WITH THREE ACCURACY POINTS 
	10-3 EXAJ\1 PLES: FOUR-BAR FUNCTION GENERATORS WITH THREE ACCURACY POINTS 
	The design of four-bar function generators, already carried out by geo1netric 1nethods in Secs. 8-4 and 8-.5, is reconsidered here as an application of the three-accuracy-point synthesis developed in the last section. 
	Example 1 The function = log x is to be generated in the
	yinterval 1 < x 2 by means of a four-bar linkage 0 .. 1.AB0
	< 

	8 (Fig. 10-3). The basic elements of the problen1 are here the same as in Sec. 8-4. The variables x and y are represented, respectively, by the crank and foJlower 
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	The reader is referred to Sec. 8-4 for the details of the formulation of the problen1 and the definitions of the syn1bols used. Three accuracy points are taken in the interval 1 < x < 2 with Chebyshev spacing, whence the corresponding values of the variables x and y are 
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	from which W1 = 0.1011 Wz = 0.1285 W3 = 0.0017 
	W4 = 0.3539 W5 = 0.3766 w6 = 0 1 = -0.0i'>777 K2 = -0.05900 K3 = 0.99877 
	grv1ng K

	With the frame a4 = 1 unit of length, the other three paran1eters of the linkage are found as 
	a1 = -16.95 a.2 = 1.36 a3 -17.31 
	= 

	This linkage, ,vith t,vo long links (crank a1 = 16.95, follower a= 17.:31) and two relatively short links (fra1ne a4 = 1.00, coupler a2 = 1.36), has poor force-transn1ission qualities and is not an acceptable solution. In point of fact, application of the Grashof criterion sho,vs this linkage to have change points; on second thought, this was inevitable, since both crank and follower had starting angles of 0. The unsatisfactory solution was co1npounded fron1 unhappy choices of arbitraryvalues-starting angl
	3 
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	If the idea of the spread associated with the 60ranges seen1s desirable and this feature is to be retained, only one alternative exists, viz., different starting positions for <f, and if;. 
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	A second attempt, in which <f,1 = 45(<1>2 = 71, <f,1 97) an<l 
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	:i/;= (i/;2 = 29.5, i/;= 51.4) ,vere assumed, with a4 = 1.0, yielded a1 = -1.031, a2 = 2.682, a3 = -2.310. These linkage proportions are favorable to force transmission, and the design 1nay be considered as acceptable, if it is recognized that it is a double rocker. The new linkage, drawn in position 1, is shown in Fig. 10-4. 1Łhe negative signs for a1 and 
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	E'IOURE 10-4 Example 1, function generator y = log x, I < x < 2, with three accuracy points, second attempt. 
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	aa are interpreted by considering OAA and OnB as vectors: the anglesa1 anda3 define their magnitudes and the sense in ,vhich they are to be laid off. A graphical check of this linkage for the three accuracy points sho,vs that no large error is present. 1�0 detern1ine the structural error accurately, an analysis must be carried out using Eqs. (10-2) developed in Sec. 10-1. The of this analysis for values of t/, in the <f, < <t,1 at 6intervalsare sun1n1arized in Table 10-1. 
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	Figure
	By taking VI = y;+, the structural error, i.e., the difference betv,een the values of Ymech given by the linkage and the corresponding values of x, is shown last colun1n. As expected, this structural vanishes at the accuracy points. The n1axi1nun1 structural error, occurring at x = 1.0, is E = -0.025, or 8.3 percent of the range of variation of y.
	log 
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	With algebraic n1ethods of synthesis and analysis, all quantitiesn-tay be calculated to any desired degree of accuracy, which means the n1ination of error. Structural error ren1ains, as does the mechanical error deriving f ro1n 1nachining tolerances and def orn1ations of links. 1'he evaluation of this 1nechanical error ,vill be considered in 
	eli
	graphical 

	a later section. 
	Example 2 A four-bar linkage is to generate the function y = 1/x
	°
	r the interval 1 < x < 2. The ranges of variation are to be /l<j, = 90and /li/; = 90° with three accuracy points having Chebyshev spacing.
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	with associated functional values of 
	Y1 = 0.9371 Y2 = 0.6666 = 0.5173 Taking 'P1 = 45, v,,1 = 0 yields 
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	YI -y • fron1 ,vhich the linkage paran1eter.., are found as 
	a1 = 0.036 a2 = 0.970 aa = 0.056 ,vith a4 = In this linkage the crank and follo,ver lengths are very sn1all co1npared ,vith the fran1e and coupler lengths, and another "try" is indicated. We hopefully choose cp1 = 4.5, if;, = 90. The crank angles ct, corresponding 
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	FIGURE 10-5 Example 2, function gencr:itor y = 1 / I, I < .r :2, with three accuracy points, second attempt. 
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	to the accuracy points remain as above, but the f ollow·er angles becon1e "1= 90"12 = 41.3"1Ł = 14.4
	1 
	° 
	° 
	° 

	With these new specifications the linkage para111eters are found as 
	a1 = -0.547 a2 = l.035 a3 
	= 0.447 

	Figure
	This ne,v linkage is shown in Fig. 10-5. A displace1nent analysissi111ilar to that described in the last exshows that the 1naxi1nu1n E = 0.015, that is, 3 percent of the range of variation of y. 
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	NGULAR VELOCITIES AND ACCELERATIONS 
	A

	The design planar four-bar linkage having prescribed velocities and angular accelerations of the crank and f ollo,ver for a desired phase, i.e., for specified values of <J, and i/1, 111ay be carried out in a fashion similar to the foregoing. If, in the four-bar linkage of Fig. 10-6, the crank angle is q,, the velocity and angular acceleration of the crank 
	of a 
	angular
	angular 

	defined by 
	defined by 
	are 

	d<J,

	and 
	= 

	W,t, dt 
	Figure
	a follov,er angle If, the angular velocity and angular acceleration of the follower becon1e 
	With 

	dif 
	and
	= 
	Wy, dt 
	Figure
	n1ay be designed such that, when has a specified posi, angular velocity, and acceleration, the follower will also have a 
	A 
	linkage 
	the crank 
	tion

	Pecified position, velocity, and acceleration. In other ssary to detennine the paran1eters a1, a2, a3a4 such that a given setvalues q,, wtf>, a"' ,vill give rise to desired values of t/;, wy,, at. 
	Ł
	angular 
	words, 
	it
	1s 
	nece
	, 
	of 

	This problen1 n1ay be solved by the first and second time 
	taking 
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	B 
	a, = 3.760 A 
	FIGURE 10-7 Example of velocity nnd acceleration synthesiŁ, completed linkage. 
	derivatives of Eq. (10-3), 
	KI cos q, -K2 cos tJ, + K3 = cos (q, -iJ,) 
	K,w"' sin q, -K2w-1, sin tJ, = (w<1> -w"') sin (cf, -tJ,) K,(a<1> sin cf,+ w4,cos q,) -K2(a-1, sin tJ, + w"'cos tJ,) 
	2 
	2 

	= (a<1> -a"') sin (q, -tJ,) + (w<1> -w-1,)ecos (cf, -tJ,) 
	2 

	Solving the last t\vo equations of this systen1 for K1 and K2 and substitut3 yields 
	ing the values obtained in the first equation to get K

	Figure
	where W1 = w<t> sin q, 
	w2 = w"' sin tJ, 
	Wa = (w<t> -w-1,) sin (q, -tJ,) 
	W4 = a<I> sin q, + w,/ cos q, 
	·ws = a-1-sin 1/t + w-1-cos 1/t 
	2 

	w6 = (a<I> -a,J,) sin (<I> -tJ,) + (w<I> -w-1-)ecos (q, 1/t) and Ka = cos (q, -tJ,) -K1 cos <I>+ K2 cos tJ, 
	2 
	-

	As in the case of three-accuracy-point synthesis, the para1neters of the linkage are given by 
	Figure
	Example Design a four-bar linkage meeting the following specifications: 
	w"' = -:3.0 rad/sec a"' = 0 iJ, = 6,:,w-1, = 8.0 rad/sec af = 0 
	o 

	1'aking a. = 3.760, * the remaining parameters of the required linkage are 
	* This value of a, was chosen to a.llow a comparison with a solution gained from complex numbers (Sec. 11-1). 
	Figure
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	found as 
	a1 = 1.676 a2 = 2.640 aa = 0.606 
	The linkage is shown in Fig.10-7. 
	10-5 GEŁERALIZATION OF THE SYNTHESIS J.\,1ETHOD 
	BY LINEAR EQUATIONS 
	The foregoing methods of synthesis of the foura-bar linkage in terms of linear equations only "'ere made possible by the form of the dis1, K2,
	placem
	ent 
	equation 
	[Eq. 
	(10-3)]. 
	In this, the 
	three 
	coefficients 
	K

	are functions of three design parameters a1/a4, a/a, (2) independent of the input and output variables, viz., the crank andfollo,ver angles cp and y;. It is therefore possible to generalize this method to other linkages for ,vhich the displacement equation may be written in a form having essent.ially the same properties. Consider a general linkage in which the number of design parameters is n and for which cp and y; are the input and output variables, analogous to the crank and follo,ver angles in the case 
	and K
	3 
	(1) 
	2
	4
	a
	3
	/a
	4
	and 

	L K;(ndesign parameters)G;(cj,, y;) = 
	n 
	F(
	q,

	i= 1 
	i= 1 
	then, ,vriting for n pairs of values (¢;, "1,-),j = 1,2, . . . ,vill be n equations linear in K1, K2, . • • , K,., 
	this 
	equation 
	, n,
	there 

	K1G1(c/>1, "11) + K2G2(</>1, "11) + + K,,G,.1F(cJ,1, "11)KIG1(+ "1)+ + K,.Gn(</>2, "12) F(</>2"1)
	(
	<1>1, f
	) = 
	'P2, 
	"12) 
	K
	2G2(cJ,2, 
	2
	1 
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	= 
	. . . . , . . . . . . . . .
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	. . . . . . . 
	' 
	+ K,.G,. (cJ,,., y;,.) = F(cJ,,,, f) 
	,,

	Since these K's are functions 
	1 , K2, • • , K,,. 
	which may be solved for K

	of n design parameters, this leads to a set of n equations from ,vhich thean design parameters may be found. 
	10-6 SYNTHESIS OF THE SLIDER-CRANK l\.1ECH Al\' ISl\-I 
	WITH THREE ACCURACY POINTS 
	The general approach to synthesis outlined in the last section ,villed here to the slidera-crank mechanism (Fig. 10-8). The first stepthe synthesis is to derive a displacement equation taking into accountible parameters of the linkage. 1'his may be achieved by ,vriting 
	be 
	appli
	in 
	all 
	poss

	·
	-------... 
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	the coordinates of points A and B ,·vith respect to the set of axes O,1.xy as 
	For XA = a1 COS <j, YA = a1 sin <J, For B: XB = 8 
	A: 

	=



	Yoea3 
	Yoea3 
	and then expressing the distance AB = a2 as 
	(AB)= (xB -XA)+ (ys -y,1)
	(AB)= (xB -XA)+ (ys -y,1)
	2 
	2 
	2 

	2 2
	or a2= (s -a1 cos <J,)a+ (a-a1 sin q,)
	3 
	2 

	This, after manipulation and redu,�tion by means of trigono1netric identities, becomes 
	(10-4) 
	To carry out a three-point synthesis relating the crank position <J, to the slider positionas, three coefficients K1, K2, Ka must be defined in terms of the three parameters a1, a2, a3 of the linkage. On setting 
	Figure
	Eq. (10-4) takes the form 
	1s cos <I> + K2 sin <I> -K-s(10-5) 
	K
	3 
	2 

	which satisfies the conditions of the last section. With the notation of the last section, 
	aŁ = -1 p = 8
	Figure
	2

	Gi = s cos <I> 
	are recognized as functions of the input and output variables cf> and s but independent of the design parameters a. The coefficients K, on the other hand, are functions of the design parameters while independent of the 
	y 
	A 
	Figure
	FlOUftJo; 10-8 Slider-crank mechanism 8howing pariuneters and variables used in synthesis. 
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	input and output variables. Writing Eq. (10-5) for three pairs of values1, 81), (¢2, s2), and (r/>a, s3) yields the system 
	( ¢

	K1s1 cos <t>, + K Ł sin r/,, -KŁ = 81 K182 cos </,2 + K2 sin </,2 -Ka = 82K1 83 cos 'Paa+ K2 sin q,-Ka = 8
	2 
	2 
	3 
	3
	2 

	Figure
	W1 = St COS </,1 -S2 COS </,2 w, = 81 cos </,1 -Sa cos <l>a 2 = sin </,1 -sin 4'2 Ws = sin 4'1 -sin q, 3 
	w

	W3 = S1 -82U16 = S1 -8a
	2 
	2 
	2 
	2 

	3 is conveniently given by 
	and K

	Ka = -8, + K1s; cos q,; + K2 sin <J,; i = 1, 2, or 3 
	'fhe parameters of the linkage now follow as 
	Example Design a slidera-crank mechanism in ,vhich the slider ement is proportional to the square crank rotation, or 
	displac
	of the 

	8$ (!/!_-q,8)2 
	s -
	Figure
	= 

	(10-6) 


	SJ -s. <Pt -'Ps 
	SJ -s. <Pt -'Ps 
	where /ls = 8t -s, is the total displacernent of the slider correspondingthe crank = <J,1 q,,. The starting and final values , sare unspecified and n1ay be chosen by the designer. The foilowing values are assun1ed for the present example: 
	to 
	rotation A</, 
	-
	<f,,,
	s, and <J,
	1
	1 

	<I>, = 45s. = 8 in. 
	° 

	<Pt = 105s1 = 
	° 
	12 
	in. 

	°
	The range of variation of the crank is therefore A</, = <J,-q,, = 60,the corresponding displace1nent of the slider is /ls = s1 -s, 4 in. hree accuracy chosen with Chebyshev spacing and yield 
	1 
	and 
	= 
	T
	points 
	are 

	= 4</,2 = 75<f,3 = 101
	</,
	1 
	9
	° 
	° 
	° 

	corresponding values of 8 are deduced from Eq. (10-6) as 
	The 



	; ("'I -"'•)
	; ("'I -"'•)
	2 

	-'----= 8 02 · 
	St 
	-
	.

	88 + (St S,) 
	= 
	lll. 


	"'' -"'· 
	"'' -"'· 
	s2 = 9.00 in. 
	sa = 11a.48 in. 
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	I 
	I 
	\

	I 
	I I I I 
	I
	d 2 
	Ł
	A

	Aa 
	Ł-I<a·nE HJ-!J Example of synthesis of slider-crank mechanism, completed linkage. 
	'fhe values of the coefficients w f ollo,v as 
	W1 = 2.93 W2 = -0.211 W3 = -1().8 W4 = 7.46 w, = -0.227 w6 = -67.8 
	from ,vhich K1 = -11.7 K2 = -84.0 Ka = -189.1 
	The dimensions of the linkage are found to be 
	1 = -5.8,5 in. a2 = 16.55 in. a3 = 7.18 in. 
	a

	This linkage is sho"\\'n in Fig. 10-9. 
	10-7 SYNTHESIS OF 'l'HE SLIDER-CRANK .MECHANISl\{ 
	.
	WI'rH FOUR ACCuRACY POINTS 
	'fo extend the three-accuracy-point synthesis of the slider-crank mechanism to a higher nu1nber of accuracy points, additional design parameters must be taken into account. In the case of four accuracy <J,1 or the slider position s1 corresponding1 , a2, 3 as a fourth design parameterThe slider position s1 ,vill be taken in this section as a design parameter, leaving t/>1 to be chosen by the designer to n1eet additional requirements. The slidei: position corre
	points, either the crank position 
	to the first accuracy point n1ust be included ,vith the link lengths a
	and a
	. 
	-
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	8; = 81 + 81where s1; is the slider displa·cen1ent from the position corresponding to the first accuracy point to points I, 2, 3, and 4 (811 being always zero). In these tern1s, the displace1nent equation of the n1echanis1n becon1es 
	sponding 
	to any 
	accuracy 
	point n1ay 
	now 
	be defined 
	as 
	1,

	Figure
	or 
	2
	2a181 cos </,; + 2a8cos </,; + 2a1aa sin <I>, -(a1 -al + aa+ 81 ) = 2S1811 + S1;
	1 
	1; 
	2 
	2
	2 

	An attempt to apply the general approach to synthesis by linear equations to the present problen1 ,vould yield four linear equations (corresponding to four accuracy points) with five unknowns, 
	1 cos <I>, + Ks1; cos </,; + Ka sin </,; -K4 = Ks81; + 81;
	K
	2
	2 

	= 1, 2, 3, 4 (10-i) in which 
	j

	2a1s1 K2 = 2a1 
	Ki = 

	a1 
	a1 
	2 
	a2
	2

	K3 = 2a1a4 = -+ 81 
	3 
	K
	+ a3
	2 
	2 

	Figure
	Such a systen1 of four equations ,vith five unknowns is indetermihowever, exan1ination of the above of the five K's indicates that son1e of these unkno,vns are related to one another, 
	nate; 
	definitions 

	or 
	Figure


	(10-8) 
	(10-8) 
	Figure

	This additional called the compatibility equation, n1ust to the syste1n of linear equations (10-7) to yield a system of five equations for Ki ,vith i = 1, 2, 3, 4, .5. · 
	relation, 
	be added 
	four 
	the 
	five 
	unknowns 

	Since the con1patibility equation (I0-8) nonlinear, the above cannot be solved by the sin1ple rules involving five linear equations with five unknowns. I ts solution will be better understood if K" is denoted as A. The compatibility equation then becon1es 
	is 
	system 

	2K1 -K2A = 0 (10-9) 
	2K1 -K2A = 0 (10-9) 
	systen1 of equations (10-7) is re,vritten 
	and 
	the 
	as 

	K1 cos </>; + K8; cos </,; + Ka sin </,; -K4 = A81; + 81;j = 1, 2, 3, 4 (10-10) 
	2
	1
	2 

	This system cannot be solved, since the value of A is unknown; however, K,, K, K, Kn1ay be expressed in tern1s of A. 1'o achieve this, consider 
	2
	3
	4 

	Figure
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	Table 10-2 SYNTHESIS OF SLIDER-CRANK MECHANISM, FOUR ACCURACY POINTS 
	Specifications: Crank rotations c/>12, c/>u, c/>u 812, Su
	Slider displacements 

	813, 
	813, 
	Crank position corresponding to first accuracy point, ,:/,1 
	Parameters: 
	Figure
	Procedure: 1 Compute
	. 
	. 
	c/>2 = cf>I + c/>12 c/>a = c/>1 + cf>13 

	Figure
	2. Solve the two systems of linear equations 
	+ [3(sin c/>1) -l4 = 0 
	l
	1
	(cos c/>
	1
	) 

	l1(cos c/>2) + l2(S12 cos c/>2) + la(sin c/>2) -l1 = s12 l,(cos c/>a) + l2(813 cos </>a) + la(sin cf>3) -/4 = 813 l1(cos cf>4) + lls14 cos cf>4) + la(sin cf>4) -/4 = 814 
	and 
	+ ma(sin c/>1) -m4 = 0 
	rn,
	(
	cos c/>
	1
	) 

	2
	8
	1
	2

	111,(cos c/>2) + m2(812 cos c/>2) + ma(sin c/>2) -m4 = m1(cos c/>a) + m2(S13 cos c/>a) + ma(sin cp3) -1114 = 813m,(cos cp4) + m,2(814 cos cp4) + ma(sin <f,4) -m4 = 814
	2 
	2 

	NOTE: The coefficients of the l's and m's are the same in both systems; only the second members differ, allowing the elimination of unknowns to be c•arried out in similar fashion for both systems. 
	3. Compute the discriminant A = (m2 -2l1)+ 8m1l2: 
	2 

	If A < 0, there is no solution. 
	1-1= , "= 
	If 
	A 
	O
	, 
	2l
	Figure
	1 
	2l
	-
	2 
	m2 
	1 
	. .

	; so ut1on 1s unique. 
	> 
	' " 
	2l2 
	or " 
	2l2 
	' 
	there 
	are 
	two 
	solutions, one for each X. 
	solutions, one for each X. 
	solutions, one for each X. 

	4. Compute for each X: Ka = Xla + ms 
	4. Compute for each X: Ka = Xla + ms 
	and 
	K2a1 = -2 X81 = 2 Ka aa = K2 


	Figure
	__2+_ 
	--
	a
	8

	= Va12+__2 Ł 4 
	a
	2 
	a
	__
	1
	K
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	the t,vo syste1ns of linear equations 
	l1 cos <f,; + l2s1; cos </>; + la sin <f,; -z. = 81;m1 cos <f,; + m2s1; cos <f,; + mŁ sin </>; -m4 = s1;
	and 
	2 
	J = 
	1,
	2, 3
	, 
	4 

	obtained byconsidering one ter1n of the second member at a tiine. systems n1ay be solved to yield l1, l2, la, [4 and m1, m2, ma. m4• The 1, K2, Ka, K4 of the systen1 of equations (10-10) n1ay now be expressed by superposition as 
	These 
	unknowns 
	K

	K, = Xl; + m; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 
	(10-11) 

	These values substituted into the co1npatibility equation (10-9) 
	yield 

	2(Xl1 + m1) -(Xl2 + m2)X = 0 or l2X+ (m2 -2l1)X -2m1 = 0 (10-12) 
	2 

	which X is the only unkno,vn.
	in 

	When the discrirninant of this equation is positive, two values of 
	X ,nay be found. For each of these values, K1, K2, Ka, K. may be evalu
	ated by n1eans of Eq. (10-11), after which the parameters a1, a2, aa and 
	the slider position s1 corresponding to the first accuracy point may be 
	Eq. (10-12) is positive, the problen1 
	found. Thus, if the discrin1inant of 

	has two solutions· if the discri1ninant is a unique solutiona· 
	is zero, there 

	1and if the discriminant is negative the problen1 has no solution. 
	The
	I 

	complete nun1erical procedure involved is summarized in Table 10-2. 
	10-8 CRANK AND FOL LOWER SYNTHESIS: 
	FIVE ACCURACY POINTS 
	In the threea-accuracya-point synthesis considered in Sec. 10-2, the crank and angles corresponding to all accuracy points specified. If angular positions of the crank and unspecified but if instead their rotations with respect to the positioncorresponding to the first accuracy point are given, then t,vo additional </>1 and "11, may be considered in Since the number of design parameters ¥11, a synthesis with five accuracy points 1nay be expected. Let the crank follo,ver angles for the five accuracy </>; an
	follower 
	were
	the actual 
	follower 
	are
	left 
	design parameters, the crank and follower angles 
	the 
	synthesis. 
	is 
	now
	five, viz., the three ratios 
	a1
	/a4, a2/ a., aa/ a4 and the two angles 
	q,
	1 and
	and 
	points be 
	4, 
	)

	</>; = </>1 + </>Ii 11 and with "111 = 0 
	,vith 
	</>
	= 0 
	I/;; 
	= 
	¥11 
	+ 
	¥11; 

	1,-and f1; are the rotations of the crank and follower relative to the first accuracy point. 
	where <f,

	ll4 ll4 
	ll3 a1 2a1aa 
	ll3 a1 2a1aa 
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	KINEMATIC SYNTHESIS OF LINKAGES 
	\Vhen these values are substituted into the displacement equation of the four-bar linkage (10-3), they yield a system of equations 
	= cos (<1>1 -i/;1 + </>1, -i/;1;) j 2, 4, 5 
	= 
	1, 
	3, 
	(10-13) 

	with five unknowns, 
	'Pt 
	As in the case of the synthesis of the slidercrank 1nechanis1n ,vith 
	-four accuracy points (Sec. 10-7), tne solution of the above systen1 does not reduce to that of linear equations ; and a con1patibility equation, of third degree in this case, 1nust be considered. 1'he solution is lengthy, but a digital-con1puter progran1 giving a co1nplete solution of the problem has been written,1 and this progran1 n1ay be used in n1ost cases without an understanding of the details of the solution perforrned. Consider the problem of generating the function y = f(x) in the interval Xx xby 
	8 
	< 
	<
	1 

	</> -x. i/t -•_ y -
	<f>, 
	X 
	-
	YI
	y,

	and = 
	<f>1 -<f>s X1 -Xs 'YI -YI, YI -y. 
	where y. = f(x.) and Y1 = J(x1). The ranges of variation fl<f, = <f,<J,, and t,.YI = Yli -if;, are chosen arbitrarily, and five accuracy points are 
	1 -

	Freudenstein, second reference in the Bibliography at the end of the chapter. 
	1 

	B aŁ .x, 
	Ł'IOU.RE 
	Ł'IOU.RE 
	Ł'IOU.RE 
	Ł'IOU.RE 

	10-10 Four-bar function generator with five accuracy points, showing parameters and variables used in synthesis. 
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	Structural error E 
	Figure
	Figure
	FIGPRE 10-11 Structural-error r.urve. 
	FIGPRE 10-11 Structural-error r.urve. 
	selected along the curve of y = f(x) for x = x; (j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the interval between x. and x1. The crank and follower rotations from the position corresponding to the first accuracy point to the positions corresponding to the other accuracy points are then 
	</>i. X; -X1 </> 
	= 
	Figure
	A

	and
	a 
	J Xt -X

	Figure
	Y; = f(x;) and j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
	with 

	A complete solution of the problem consists in solving the systemof equations (10-13) to find the parameters a/a4, a2/a4, aa/a4, <1>1, and 1 ; analyzing the linkage to determine the structural error as a function of x; respacing the accuracy points in order to reduce the structural errore;and solving Eq. (10-13) again. This process is repeated until the structural error is miniznized. Since there are five accuracy points in the interval between x. and x1, the structural error will have the general appear
	1
	¥1
	10-11, the structural error e

	X4 must therefore be brought closer together in order to reduce t34 at the cost of other maxima or minima. The structural error is 1nini1nized when the spacing is such that all maxin1a and minima are of equal n1agnitude.
	The computer progran1 referred to above considers the complete proble1n: the input data consist of the function y = f(x) ; the initial and final values of x to be considered, x. and x; the ranges of rotation of the X1, x2, xa, X4, X5 corresponding to the five accuracy points to be used in the first cycle of co1nutations. With this progra1n, the four-bar linkages shown in Table have been designed to generate elementary functions within speci
	1
	crank and follower, A</> and A1/;; and the five values 
	p
	10-3e
	1 
	-


	1 This is table I from F. Freudenstein, Four-bar Function Generators, Trans. 
	1 This is table I from F. Freudenstein, Four-bar Function Generators, Trans. 
	1lfechanisms, Purdue University, 1958; also ll1achine Design, Nov. 27, 1958.nted by courtesy of Penton Publishing Companv. 
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	y= x2 
	y= x2 
	--,------,, 
	...-.---..----1.0r-----

	FIGURE 10-12 Symmetrical function y = x• -1 -0.5 0 +0.5 +I 
	2 

	fied intervals. The table shows the accuracy points corresponding to optirnum spacing, i.e., for rninin1u1n structural error as ,vell as the magnitude of this error. Note that the error varies widely fron1 function to function and depends on the interval of generation as well. For exan1ple, function y = :i:in the interval 0 x 1 is generated v,,ith a structural error less than 0.075 percent of the output travel. When the interval is extended to -1 x + 1, the error becornes 4.47 percent, or 60 times as large
	2 
	< 
	< 
	< 
	< 
	2 
	-
	< 
	< 

	10-9 A N ALYS IS OF MECH ANIC AL ERRORS IN LIN KA GE S 
	Consider a linkage with n constant pararneters Qi, Q2, ••. , q,, transf orn1ing a 1notion (as shaft rotation), defined by an input variable q,, into another n1otion, defined by an output variable f. This linkage has been designed to generate a given function in a given interval such that, if the linkage ,vere built to perfection, the maxin1un1 deviation between the desired function and the function generated by the linkage would not exceed E,, the mathen1atical or structural error. This deviation is presen
	additional errorŁ 
	m
	and rnanuf acturing tolerances, will inevitably occur in addition to 
	any actual linkage. This n1echanical error 

	The displacen1ent equation of the linkage, relating the constant paran1eters qi, q2, . . . , qto the input and output variables q, and YI, may be written in general f orn1 as 
	,. 

	Figure
	(10-14) 
	KINEMATIC SYNTHESIS OF LINKAGES 
	The errors of the constant paran1eters qi, q2, ... , q,. are assun1ed to be , llq, •••,llqn. For a given value of the input variable </,, the value of the output variable will be y; + ily;, and we may write 
	llq
	1
	2

	F(q1 + ilq1, q2 + ilq2•..a. , q,, + ilq,., </>,t/1 + ily;) 0 (10-15) The mechanical error manifested at the output is 
	= 

	Figure
	1, llq, . . . , llq,, and fly;, the differential of the function F n1ay be ,·ritten in terms of its partial derivatives as 
	For small values of the errors llq
	2

	or Em = 
	Em in the linkage is therefore the sum of the individual errors due to each of the parameters considered separately. 
	1'he total n1echanical error 
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	For our present purpose, the displacen1ent equation (IO-I) of the foura-bar linkage is wTitten as 
	D sin t + J,; cos t = F (10-16) 
	in ,vhich D = 2aasin </,
	1
	3 

	E = 2aaa4 +2a1aa cos </, 
	2 2 2
	F = -a2 + aa
	2a1a◄ cos q, +a1+ a4
	2 

	a, ,vill n1odify the coefficients D
	Errors !la in the link lengths 
	1

	a, a, a4 
	a, a, a4 
	2
	3

	and E and the term F by arnounts ilD, E, and ilF and will produce an error ily; in the output. Each error ila in a given link will produce separate errors in D, E, and F, whence the output error contributed by eachEm of the linkage ,vill be the sum of the separate errors. 
	il
	link must be considered separately. The total mechanical error 
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	link-error Equation 
	In the presence of link-length errors the displacernent equation (10-16) n1ay be written as 
	(D + llD) sin (iJ., + lliJ.,) + (E + llE) cos (iJ., + lli/t) = F + llF (10-17) 
	After expansion of this equation (by use of trigonon1etric identities, smallangle approxin1ations, and neglect of higher-order tern1s), the subtraction of Eq. (10-16), and ordering of terms, we find 
	ilY1(D cos i/1 -ll sin i/1) = -llD sin 1/; -fl.E cos "1 + !l.F 
	. llD sin "1 + llb' cos iJ., -AF
	from ·which fl.y; = -= (tm)link (10-18)
	-
	D COS VI E . "'
	S111 
	This is the link-error equati<m. 
	Error Due Only to fl.a1 
	1 in link dimension a1 produces deviations fl.D, llE, and llF in D, E, and F to yield a mechanical error Em 1 = Ai/11. The deviation AD is found as follows: 
	An error Aa

	AD = (D + AD) -D = [2(a1 + lla1)aa sin cl>] -2a1a3 sin cl> = (2aa sin cl>) fl.a1 
	In like n1anner llE = (2a3 cos q,) /la1 
	llF = (2a4 cos q, + 2a1) Aa1 
	Substitution of these values into Eq. (10-18) yields 
	cos ct, + a1 -. aa cos 
	= 
	2 
	a4 
	<! 
	-=-
	-=-


	't2 
	't2 
	Aa
	1

	1 = E"'1
	D cos YI -E sin YI 
	fl.y; 

	Error Due Only to lla2 The deviations are 
	and 
	U'f'J 
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	Error Due Only to Aaa 
	Here 
	AD = (2a1 sin q,) Aas AE = (2a4 + 2a1 cos q,) Aa3 
	Aaa
	AFe2a
	s 

	= 
	and 
	Em3 
	'-las
	D .,COS ¥' -E" , .,. 
	.


	" Sln ¥' 
	" Sln ¥' 
	Error Due Only to Aa,4Here 
	ADe= 0 
	AF = (2a1 cos t/, + 2a,) Aa, 
	Figure

	a1 cos t/, + a4 -aa cos if; 
	_ _ 
	2 
	,\

	and -Em4 
	".
	,. 
	-

	u.,,4 ua4
	D 
	D 
	.t. -.t.

	E 
	cos .,, 
	.

	sin .,, 
	sin .,, 

	Numerical Example Consider the four-bar linkage designed by the five-point synthesis method to generate the function log x for values of x bet,veen 1 and 2. The din1ensions of this linkage, given in Table 10-3, are approximately 
	1 = -3.23 in. a2 = 0.84 in. aa = 3.48 in. a, = 1.0 in. with the first accuracy point at 'Pl = 53Vil = 259
	a
	° 
	° 

	and a maxin1u1n structural error E. = 0.0037. The n1echanical error will 1 , AaŁ, , Aa4 that may be assun1ed for the link lengths a1 , a2, aa, a,. At the first accuracy point, 
	° 
	now be evaluated at the first accuracy point in ter1ns of errors Aa
	Aa
	3

	E = -7.04 F = 19.64 
	D = 
	-18.7 

	cos VI = -0.19 sin VI = -0.98 
	frorn which D cos if; -E sin i/t = -3.:Ł8 
	m= -0.24 Aa1 rad = -14 Aa1 deg
	E
	, 

	m= 0.50 Aa2 rad = 29 Aa2 deg 
	E
	, 

	m, = -0.38 Aa3 rad = -23 Aaa deg 
	E

	,,., = 0.20 Aa4 rad = 12 Aa4 deg AssuminIAa1I = IAa2I = IAaa= IAa4= 0.001 in., 
	E
	g 
	l 
	I 

	max = IEm,I + IEm+ IEm,I + E.,,.= 0.001 (78) = 0.078
	IEm
	I
	,I 
	J
	J 
	° 

	2
	m lrm, Ł + Em,+ Em, + Em.= 0.001(42) = 0.042
	or 
	IE
	= 
	2 
	2 
	° 

	1'he maximum mechanical error with the 0.001-in. tolerance is thus n1ore than 20 times the structural error (0.0780/0.0038 '.::::: 20);the ratio of the r,ns error is more than 11 tin1es the structural (0.0420/0.0037 Ł 11). 
	ALGEBRAIC METHODS-DISPLACEMENT EQUATIONS 
	10-11 GEOMETRIC IN'l'ERPRETATION OF THE ERROR DENOMINATOR 
	Intuition and experience indicate that the errors in a four-bar linkage are closely related to the value assu1ned by the angle 'Y (Fig. 10-13),already identified in Sec. 2-10 as the transmission angle. The role played by the angle 'Y in the mechanical errors and force transmission of the mechanism indicates that there should be a relation between this angle and the denominator, G = D cos "1 -E sin 1/t, in the expressions of the mechanical errors. 
	The angle 'Y may be expressed in tern1s of the linkage parameters and the input variable q, by application of the cosine law to triangles OA ORA and ABOn (Fig. 10-13), 
	or 
	To express G in terms of the sa1ne quantities, the angle y; n1ust be elin1inated by using the displacernent equation of the linkage [Eq. (10-1)]. Solving sirnultaneously the equations 
	D sin t/t + E cos 1/t = F 
	-E sin 1/t + D cos "1 = G 
	F E l D Fl 
	. 
	G I -E Gl
	D 

	yields sin t/t = cos t/t = 
	1 

	D E DE
	D E DE
	1 

	1-E n -EeDI 
	/ Direction of v 
	BA 

	I 
	/ .---Direction of v 
	8

	+,,-----
	I 
	-
	---
	-


	B I---
	-

	·· A 
	FIGURE 10-13 Determination of transmission angle 
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	,vhich by substitution into the trigono1netric identity 
	siny., + cosy; = 1 
	2 
	2 

	F E D F 
	Figure
	2 
	Figure
	2 

	D E 
	D E 
	Figure
	Figure
	z 

	gives 

	+ 
	-E D
	G D -J.J G 
	Expanding the determinants, collecting tenns, and dividing through by D+ Eyields 
	2 
	2 

	02 = D+ E2 -F(10-20) 
	2 
	2 

	Note that, according to this relation, G is the square root which appears in the expressions of y.,+ and y.,-dP.rived in Sec. 10-1. When G = 0, i/1+ = y;-and the linkage is in dead-center position, whence no torque can be transmitted from the crank to the follower. 
	Introducing the expressions for D, E, and fl' (Sec. 10-10) into Eq. (10-20) yields 
	2 
	G

	= 4a1a3sinq, + (2aaa4 + 2a1aa cos q,)
	2
	2 
	2 
	2 

	-(2a1a4 cos q, + a1-a2+ + a42)2 
	2 
	2 
	a3
	2 

	By combination of ter1ns and algebraic sin1plifications, this reduces to 
	2
	_ 2a1a4 cos q, + a1--al + a4
	G
	2 
	2 
	2 
	2 
	a2 
	Figure
	2 

	2
	+ 4a3
	+ 4a3
	+ 4a3
	a
	2 
	2

	--a2 as 
	4


	2a2aa 

	2 22 2 
	2 22 2 
	G
	= 
	4a2
	a
	3
	(-
	cos
	'Y 
	+ 
	1)

	or 

	or G = + 2aaa sin -y (10-21) 
	Figure
	z

	This equation shows that the quantity G and the angle 'Y are indeed two equivalent expressions of the same property of a four-bar linkage. ·e·eIt confirn1s the fact that a four-bar linkage having poor force transmission is also subject to large n1echanical errors. 
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